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Abstract
This analysis contrasts on Chinese smog news (CSN) with American smog news (ASN), probing into the
complicated discourse stances and their represented cognitive mechanism. Having been assisted by “glossary
extraction”, the authors uncover the correlation between varied stance glossaries and the hidden cognitive
mechanisms. The research provides hints on social cognition in news encryption and decryption, based on the
database of thirty pieces of news reports from Chinese news agencies and thirty from American sources
respectively. The analytical results reveal that Chinese news frequently quotes the comments of officials and is
largely dominated by official and political stances of government, whilst American news frequently features
occupational and public stances with pervasive individual and personal tones, attitudes, and dictations. This
cognitive research on English weather news reports casts light on the discrepancies and commonalities in the
adoption of stance glossaries in media discourse, drawing respective cognition construction of media writers
from different cultures, which further illustrates how public cognition being framed on social issues in
discourses.
Keywords: ASN, cognitive pattern, CSN, discourse stance, stance glossary
1. Research Background
Since 2012, the prevalence of choking air in metropolitan cities like Beijing and Shanghai has given rise to
heated daily discussions among the general public. On the social media portal website Micro-Blog, the Chinese
equivalent of “Twitter”, the once unfamiliar word “smog” to the Chinese has turned into a trendy topic, being
posted by numerous bloggers with hash-tags. Given that inhabitants in Beijing, Shanghai, and other large
populous cities have been plagued by “smog” and “disturbing air” from time to time, smog has gradually
become a core topic in daily talks, and is often reported on the front pages of newspapers both at home and
abroad, sweeping the whole nation and becoming one of the major concerns in China during recent years.
Although a few studies have centered on climate issues from social and economic perspectives, the analyses
from the perspective of cross-cultural linguistics are rather rare, which shed light on the necessity of this research,
drawing from the perspectives of cognitive stance and frame. As Biber et al. (1999) point out, stance is an
interaction between the writers and the contents, as well as the audience, while “frame represents the knowledge
and beliefs pertaining to specific and frequent recurring situations” (Ungerer & Schmid, 2001). Both “stance”
and “frame” reveal a pragmatic relation between linguistic elements context and personal thinking patterns,
feelings, attitudes, value judgments, and assessments of writers or speakers, and such views are also supported
by Kärkkäinen (2012). News is normally perceived as reporting facts and should be as objective as possible.
However, the reality is that the way news is structured and reported is susceptible to social backgrounds, as news
reports are not “objective”, even in weather reports (Vannini & Mccright, 2007). Being a relatively new area in
linguistics, cognitive discourse stance and frame studies have not yet engulfed the field of discourse analysis,
leaving much space for further in-depth research. In recent years, frictions have often arisen between China and
America, with the former criticizing the latter for their prejudices and double-standards in reporting Chinese
affairs. To differentiate from other traditional studies, the present study will, from a perspective of cognitive
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discourse and with a glossary extraction approach, analyze the following questions: What are the lexical stance
glossaries or keywords adopted in Chinese smog news (CSN) and American smog news (ASN) reports
respectively? How do they reflect various discourse stances in smog news? And how are the stance differences
associated with the reporters’ different cognitive construction in news reports on smog?
2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
2.1 Cognitive Studies of News Discourse
The notion of cognition has been widely employed in various fields over the years, including psychology,
artificial intelligence, sociology, and applied linguistics. Serving as a psychological device, the cognitive study
offers insights into the psychological activities and it manipulates an exerting influence on subsequent judgment
(Rhoads, 2004). Among scholars, Bell (1991, pp. 36−44) argues that the lexicon plays a key role in language
applications, describing the many-handed and multilayered nature of news production, which requires an
expansion of the number of roles of the speaker: to principal, author, editor, and animator. In contrast, Fowler
(1991, p. 139) observes that dominant and codominant, competing, officially sanctioned ideologies are the stuff
of the socio-cognitive fabric of media language. To rend this fabric might require a “major, bold, and
self-conscious shift of discourse”. This shift seems to be more convincing, on account of current research
findings on cognitive discourses analysis, that news media discourses certainly reflect news writer’s cognition of
the world, and affect news readers’ cognitive construction about the world. Bednarek and Caple (2017)
persuasively illustrate how news events are retold in the news discourses and made ‘newsworthy’ through both
semiotic resources of language and image, bringing together corpus linguistics and multimodal discourse
analysis in a stimulating and unique book for researchers in linguistics, semiotics, critical discourse analysis and
media/journalism studies. Cognition is commonly utilized to effect persuasion in news discourse by news
composers. Political and economic news discourses are often the foci in related studies. The research into the
political disputes of the 2008 American presidential campaign conducted by Entman (2010) proves that the
interaction of bodily experience with the world, cultural norms, and journalistic ethnics gives rise to a slanted
lexis.
Similarly, Lukin (2006), by analyzing corpus news discourse, argues that ‘bias’ and its related linguistic lexical
items are more likely to remain a political weapon than a tool for understanding how the media shapes people’s
experience of crucial events. She claims that “the only dimension of ‘bias’ on which all who use it would agree is
that it implies the notion of linguistic choice. In other words, when a charge of bias is made, the implication is
that a process of selection—of particular words or phrases, of particular facets of a story over others, or
regarding the reliance on particular kinds of sources to the background, or exclusion of others—is involved, and
that other choices were available, but not taken up” (Lukin, 2006, p. 67). The biased choices on slanted lexis or
salient information also show up in economic and sport news discourse to decipher the covert cognition
embedded in the overt lexical usages, as argued by Yang et al. (2016, 2018a, 2018b). In a study to interpret
China and its economy in American reports, Yang et al. (2016) probe into the use of cognitive force dynamics in
news with an attempt to reveal the complicated correlation between language selections and cognition by means
of paying closer examination to the linguistic stimuli, i.e. the lexical choices, which contribute to the initiation of
the fixed frames and restored cognition based on the employment of positive/negative stimuli. Drawing insights
on the interrelationship between lexical choices and cognition patterns from the empirical study carried out by
Yang et al. (2016, 2018a, 2018b), the authors further explore the cognitive variations and language differences
denoted in slanted lexis employed in English news discourse on “smog” in China from two different cultural
backgrounds. These differences are analyzed with the hope of drawing a preliminary picture of varied social
cognition and linguistic differences existing in both Chinese and American news discourses.
2.2 Discourse Stance
Discourse stance is a compulsory element to frame one’s cognition, which mainly focuses on three levels: lexical,
syntactic, and discoursal. From the lexical standpoint, Keck and Biber (2004) claim that modals and
semi-modals are the most typical tools employed by speakers and writers in demonstrating their stance in spoken
and written texts. At the syntactic level, Biber and Conrad (2001) apply corpus-based methods to study the ways
in which speakers and writers use adverbials to mark their personal stances and define three major domains:
epistemic stance which comments on the certainty, reliability or limitations of a proposition, attitudinal stance
which comments on affect and evaluations, and style stance. Chandrasegaran and Kong (2007) discover the
extent to which a group of high school students from a non-native English-speaking background are capable of
engaging in stance assertion and stance-support behaviors in an argument on an online forum. The study reveals
a considerable number of stance-support strategies ranging from assertion of personal belief to rebuttal of
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anticipated opposing views. Baratta (2009) proposes that passive stance is a rhetorical reality and, from the
analysis of the students’ written work, asserting that passive voice can be a subtle way for writers to express
themselves in their essays. From a study of threatening acts, Gales (2011) identifies interpersonal stance in
threatening discourse and arrives at a conclusion that people who threaten use multiple rhetorical strategies to
convey interpersonal meaning and take stances that both strengthen and weaken their apparent level of
commitment, thus contradicting the one-sidedness of threatening language ideologies, and demonstrating the
need for further research on stance taking in threatening discourse.
From a discourse perspective, Hunston and Thompson (2000) raise the term “evaluation” as an up-and-coming
field of study in which semantics, pragmatics, grammar and discourse overlap. They propose nine contributions
to the volume under review and find a considerable range of lexical, grammatical and textual approaches to the
expression of opinion and stance in English. These contributions include corpus-based studies of lexical and
grammatical items carrying an evaluative load, evaluation in and of narrative, covert stance in persuasive
rhetoric, a systemic-functional modeling of appraisal, and a layered discourse model to persuasive texts.
Although Hyland (2005) holds that stance is composed of four main elements which are supported by stance
glossary identification: hedges (e.g., possible), boosters (e.g., certainly), attitude (e.g., important) and
self-mentions (e.g., I), his approach suffers in its insufficiency to provide information about where these features
are likely to cluster. Nevertheless, studies related to stance are conducted from various perspectives, though
stance realization and use of stance glossaries should be explored in a particular genre or text. Surprisingly,
stance of news is rarely explored in news discourse studies. Central to the concept of stance is the point of view
or position that a writer takes on an issue. The writer’s position is a claim asserted “for general acceptance”, and
therefore “the starting point” of the argument. According to Chandrasegaran and Kong (2007), arriving at a
stance or position requires the writer to interpret phenomena and exercise some form of evaluative judgment on
the basis of desirability, benefit, or other criteria.
Based on the study of Biber et al. (1999), Berman (2005) fixates his attention on one dimension within stance:
attitude, including epistemic attitude, deontic attitude or affective attitude.
Epistemic attitude: the writer’s belief about the truth of a state of affairs. (For example, “Clearly, we have
achieved our goals.” / “I think that this is the least likely choice.”)
Deontic attitude: an evaluative viewpoint. (For example, “The research must be very beneficial.”)
Affective attitude: writer’s emotions toward a state of affairs. (For example, “The film was tedious.”)
An epistemic attitude concerns a relation between a cognizant speaker/writer and a proposition in terms of
possibility, certainty, or the evidence for the individual’s belief that a given state of affairs is true (or false),
which is directly docked with epistemic stance proposed by Biber et al. (1999). A deontic attitude adopts a
judgmental prescriptive or evaluative viewpoint in relation to the topic, which is often associated with modal
words. An affective attitude, in contrast to the epistemic, concerns a relation between cognizant speakers/writers
and their emotions (desire, anger, grief, etc.) with respect to a given state of affairs. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that modal words are not limited to deontic attitude, owing to their complex uses and functions. On
account of Biber et al.’s (1999) categorization and Berman’s (2005) dimension within stance, the authors make a
list of modal verbs and their stance attitudes in Table 1.
Table 1. Modals and their stances
Modal
Can
Be able to
May
Might
Must
Have to
Need to
Should
Ought to

Usages
ability, suggestion, request
ability
possibility, formal request /permission
possibility
obligation, certainty that something is true
obligation
obligation
opinion/advice
opinion/advice

Stances
evaluation/deontic
evaluation /deontic
hedging/epistemic
hedging/epistemic
judgment/deontic
judgment/deontic
judgment/deontic
opinion/affective
opinion/affective

Meanwhile, in view of their justifications of glossary identifications, the authors draw a tentative analytical
framework for stance glossary identification in this research (see Figure 1) for the present study.
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Figuure 1. Tentativee analytical fraamework of disscourse stance and related gllossaries in new
ws discourses
Because thhis research is data-driven aand focuses onn ‘tendencies’, and ‘probabilities’, rather thhan single, iso
olated
instances of “smog” in China, corressponding stannce glossaries typical in thee particular kiinds of reports are
identified and spelled ouut herewith forr the conveniennce of later anaalysis and disccussion.
3. Data an
nd Research Method
M
3.1 Data C
Collection
The data tto be analyzedd in this reseaarch consists oof existing autthentic news rreports, retrievved from the news
database oof LexisNexiss Academic annd Dow Joness Factiva, datted from Deceember 2011 too April 2014. The
authors appplied multiplee advanced coomputing searcches, using thee glossary exttraction methood by sourcing
g key
words “sm
mog” and “Chiina”. Regardinng the topic off “smog” in China, the authors observed aand chose 30 news
reports resspectively from
m American annd Chinese auuthoritative new
ws websites (ssee Table 2), such as the Chinese
state newss agency (Xinhhua News Ageency) and the China Daily nnewspaper in C
China, and Caable News Network
(CNN), thhe Time magazzine, the Businness Insider, tthe Wall Streeet Journal (WS
SJ), Yahoo, Naational Geogra
aphic
magazine, International Business Tim
mes, Think Progress, US Todday, Livesciencce, Extremetecch, and Weath
her in
the US. Onnly the body teext of news repport was takenn into account, while the titlee and lead partss were omitted
d.
Table 2. Soources of Engllish “smog” neews in Americaa and China
Coountry

Source of news

Number of pieces of newss (Total = 60)

Period of collectiion

Am
merica

Tim
me

10

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

(A
ASN)

CN
NN

5

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

Buusiness Insider

5

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

WS
SJ

2

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

Othhers

8

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

Xinnhua News Agenccy

29

December, 2011−
−April, 2014

Chhina

December, 2011−
− April, 2014

(C
CSN)
Chhina Daily
1
Note. ASN = American smog news,
n
CSN = Chinnese smog news.

The reasoon for collectiing news writtten and posted during Deecember 2011 to April 20114 is that weather
conditionss during that period
p
deterioraated because hheat provision system resum
med in the winnter across northern
China. Acccordingly, sm
mog recurrenttly appeared in big cities so that new
ws about it offten hit headllines.
Chinese-w
written news was
w extracted frrom the Xinhuua News Agency and China Daily, while reeports chosen from
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America w
were from morre diverse sourrces. This seleection was because Xinhua aand China Daily, as China’s most
influential state media, provided
p
suffiicient English coverage of thhe smog problems, whereass it was difficu
ult to
collect adeequate sampless from only onne or two newss organizationss in the US on the smog situaation in China.
3.2 Researrch Method
The researrch methods employed
e
in thhis study shiftt from qualitattive analysis tto quantitativee analysis, with
h the
hope of prroviding a com
mprehensive sttandpoint in decoding the coognitive stancees in news repports on smog. The
qualitativee analysis on the
t data, togeether with the help of quantitative statistiics, yields ressults with unbiased
stances, verifying reseaarch findings on cross-cultuural differencees regarding E
English usage and the univ
versal
cognitive pattern of peoople in certainn cultures via application off glossary extrraction, whichh is also know
wn as
keyword eextraction, term
minology extraaction, term exxtraction, or teerm recognitionn, as assistancce for interprettation
of the disccoursal stance of news reporrts. In the pressent study, the extraction meethod of glossaary classificatiion is
listed in Figure 2, follow
wing Beliga’s ((2014, pp. 1−22) suggestionss on glossary aassignments: gglossary assign
nment
and glossaary extraction. In glossary asssignment, gloossaries are chhosen from a ccontrolled vocaabulary of term
ms or
predefinedd taxonomy, annd documents aare categorizedd into classes according to thheir content. W
Words that occu
urred
in the doccument are annalyzed in ordeer to identify the most reprresentative onnes, usually exxploring the so
ource
properties (i.e., frequenccy and length) (Zhang et al., 2008).

Fiigure 2. Classiffication of glossary extractioon method (Beeliga, 2014)
Although glossary extraaction methodds involve suppervised, semii-supervised, aand unsuperviised measuress, the
present stuudy utilizes the semi-supervvised measure, i.e., manual aannotations annd simple statistics. Accordin
ng to
Zhang et aal. (2008), a sim
mple statistics approach, i.e., term frequenncy-inverse doccument frequeency (TFIDF) and
a a
linguistic approach (partt-of-speech taggging), is adopted to illustraate word frequuency, word co-occurrences, and
linguistic feature of thee words in thhe smog discoourses which are embeddedd in different cognitions. In
n the
evaluationn, there are threee types of gloossaries in mannual assignmeent, which are suggested in F
Figure 1: episttemic
glossaries,, attitudinal gloossaries, and sstyle glossariess (for the convvenience of ideentification, thhey are labeled
d as I,
II, III). Thhe previous twoo kinds have suubsystems. Eppistemic stancee glossaries subbsume certaintty (I1), hedging
g (I2),
3
1
and evidenntiality (I ). Attitudinal
A
stannce glossariess subsume deoontic attitude (II ) and affecctive attitude (II2),
while stylee stance glossaries (III) as tthe annotations are subsumeed within the gglossary extraction (see Tab
ble 3)
too.
Table 3. Labels for glosssary extractionn and manual aassignment
content
Stance glossaaries
Subsume gloossaries for extracttion

Glosssary assignment by humans
A (I, II, III)
B (I1, I2, I3, II1, II2, III)

Total extracted w
words
X
Y

In the data, the possiblee glossaries reepresenting thhe news writerrs’ cognitive sstances are moore than 30 le
exical
choices, w
which might bee too complicated to use grraphs and trainning data to innterpret the seemantic network in
discoursess. Hence, basedd on the inform
mation in Tabble 3, the authoors have conduucted an evaluuation accordin
ng to
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the general measure formula used in the information retrieval evaluation, i.e. stance frequency (SF) and subsume
glossary percentage (GP). In this situation, A and B denote the number of instances of glossaries, and X and Y
refer to the total instances of occurrence.
(CSN, ASN) =
(CSN, ASN) =

(,

,

( ……

)

)

(1)
(2)

4. Findings and Discussion
4.1 Stance Analysis of Chinese Smog News (CSN)
Smog news in English, as a typical typology of widely read public weather reports, are heavily embedded with
social and political impacts because it is closely related to a national economic and industrial development,
which exerts influences on the human environment. The result is that English smog reports have ceased being
non-neutral anymore but are cognitively loaded. In this section, the authors conduct a manual annotation on the
glossaries which represent the news writers’ discourse stance and cognition on smog in China (see Example 1).
Example 1 (February 24, 2014 from China Daily):
Smog to loom large over two sessions
Environmental issues, especiallyII1 the nation’s problems with smog, willI1 be a majorII1 focus at the upcoming plenary sessions of the
National People’s Congress and the National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, according toI3
officials who are busyII1 preparing legislative proposals for the annual meetings.
"I am working on economic and technical proposals that willI1 implement the cleanII1 burning of coal, which will help solve our smog
problem,"saidI3 Cao Xianghong, a petrochemical expert at the Chinese Academy of Engineering.
The proposal by Cao, a member of the National Committee of the CPPCC, willI1 suggestI3 that the task of burning coal fall more heavilyII1
on large enterprises instead of individual households in order for the government to betterII1 manage emissions.
Yao Tandong, who last year recited a poem to President Xi Jinping during the two sessions to poke fun at the heavyII1 smog, saidI3 his
proposals willI1 likelyI2 be about pollution. Yao is the director of the Chinese Academy of Sciences' Institute of Tibetan Plateau Research
and a member of the National Committee of the CPPCC.
Chai Fahe, vice-president of the Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences, saidI3 airborne pollution willI1 be a hotII1 issue at
the two sessions for years to come. Chai addedI3 that several legislators have inquired into the latestII1 draft of the nation's Atmospheric
Pollution Prevention Act that willI1 be submitted to the NPC at the two sessions.
“The revision of the act willI1 be a major II1 discussion point at this year’s two sessions,” he saidI3. “The legislators’ proposals willI1
mainlyI2 focus on three aspects: to accelerate the revision process, to clarify the responsibilities of local governments and polluters, which
include strengthening penalties, and to enhance the management on mobile pollution sources.”
Chai saidI3 many legislators willI1 likelyI2 bring up the public’s heightenedII1 expectations of cleaner air as China releases its Airborne
Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan (2013-17) on the national level and as local governments create anti-pollution action plans.
Leading up to the two sessions, combating smog was a top priorityII1 at manyI2 provincial legislative sessions in January and February.
Last month, Beijing passed an airborne pollution prevention law that sets a pollution reduction target. The regulation provides a generalII1
framework for action that willI1be augmented by detailed directives to be published soon. It willI1 take effect on March 1.
With many legislators focusing on battling smog, others said they willI1 focus on other environmental issues, such as water pollution and
ecological security.
“I've already known enough deputies who are preparing to bring up smog in their proposals,” said I3 Gao Jixi, director of the ecology
institute of the Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences.
He saidI3 he is working on a proposal about how to manage nature reserves to build an ecological network.
Gao, who is also a member of the CPPCC, saidI3 he may I2 also raise another proposal that tackles environmental problems during the
process of urbanization.
ThickII1 smog has enveloped northern China for the past five days, affectingII1 more than one million square kilometers of the country.
Note. I: epistemic stance glossary, I1: certainty, I2: hedging, I3: evidentiality, II: attitudinal stance glossary, II1: deontic attitude, II2: affective
attitude, III: style stance glossary.

In Example 1, there are forty-three stance glossaries in total in this selected sample, following the identification
pattern in Figure 2. Among them, the main epistemic stance glossaries I are:
(1a) Yao Tandong, who last year recited a poem to President Xi Jinping during the two sessions to poke fun at
the heavy smog, saidI3 his proposals will I1 likelyI2 be about pollution.
(1b) According toI3 officials who are busy preparing legislative proposals for the annual meetings.
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(1c) The proposal by Cao, a member of the National Committee of the CPPCC, will I1 suggestI3 that the task of
burning coal falls more heavily on large enterprises.
(1d) Chai addedI3 that several legislators have inquired into the latest draft of the nation's Atmospheric Pollution
Prevention Act that will I1 be submitted to the NPC at the two sessions.
(1e) The legislators’ proposals will I1 mainlyI2 focus on three aspects.
Words such as “say”, “according to”, “add”, “suggest” are often employed by news reporters to clarify source or
quote reliable sources. “Will” is frequently applied to indicate the high possibility and certainty, while words
such as “likely” and “may” are often used as hedges to represent uncertainty.
In excerpt (1a), the reporter quotes a representative who will hopefully put forward his own proposals about
tackling pollution in the upcoming sessions. This proposal echoes the title “Smog to Loom Large over Two
Sessions”, and points out how this topic will catch attention. Additionally, “likely” here indicates uncertainty,
conveying the reporter’s discreetness and indirectly bespeaking the news reports’ truth value.
In excerpt (1b), the reporter applies reliable source “officials” who are closely associated with two sessions to
elicit the focus of the report. This quotation highlights the reliability of the news reports, and roots out any
groundless personal deduction.
Excerpt (1c) goes deeper as the reporter not only confirms the existence of the concerned member’s proposal, but
also showcases the main content of the proposal—namely, that large enterprises shall bear more responsibilities
than individuals for coal pollution. This quotation touches upon intentions as well as specific measures for
amelioration of the smog problems in China.
In excerpt (1d), “add” plays the same role as “say”. Its usage serves the same purpose of quoting a reliable
source.
Excerpt (1e) again proves the accuracy of news reporting. The omission of “mainly” may incur
misunderstanding that only the three aspects will be covered in all the proposals.
Next, attitudinal stance glossaries II used in Example 1 indicate personal assessment or reveal emotional
feelings.
(1f) Environmental issues, especially the nation’s problems with smog, will be a majorII1 focus at the upcoming
plenary sessions.
(1g) According to officials who are busyII1 preparing legislative proposals for the annual meetings.
(1h) The task of burning coal falls more heavilyII1 on large enterprises instead of individual households.
(1i) In order for the government to betterII1 manage emissions.
(1j) Yao Tandong, who last year recited a poem to President Xi Jinping during the two sessions to poke fun at
the heavyII1 smog.
(1k) Airborne pollution will be a hotII1 issue at the two sessions for years to come.
(1l) Leading up to the two sessions, combating smog was a top priorityII1 at many provincial legislative
sessions in January and February.
(1m) The regulation provides a generalII1 framework for action that will be augmented by detailed directives to
be published soon.
(1n) ThickII1 smog has enveloped northern China for the past five days.
(1o) AffectingII1 more than one million square kilometers of the country.
In excerpts (1f) (1g) (1i) (1j) (1k) (1m) (1n), adjectives are employed to make judgments, whether they are from
the reporters themselves or from quoted sources. “Thick” and “heavy” are frequently adopted as adjectives to
modify the noun “smog”, which not only informs readers of the severity, but also conveys the strong concerns of
the reporters and passes these concerns to readers so as to direct their attention to the serious smog conditions.
Excerpts (1h) (1l) (1o) demonstrate that adverbs, nouns, and verbs can also function as channels in making
judgment. “More heavily” indicates the speaker’s evaluation that, to a larger extent, enterprises rather than
individuals should be responsible for lessening coal burning. “Top priority” indicates the urgency of tackling the
environmental issues as many provincial sessions put it at the top of the agenda. “Affecting” itself, though
normally a neutral word, here is more packed with negativity, implying that the smog hovering over in the sky
will bring unfavorable consequences to the populace.
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To summarize, albeit epistemic and attitudinal glossaries are often seen, style stance glossaries are not typically
applied, which structures the main CSN cognitive linguistic frame.
4.2 Stance Analysis of American Smog News (ASN)
Using the same analytical pattern that the authors employed in section 4.1, the authors selected an American
sample to conduct the same discourse study, focusing on stance glossaries.
Example 2 (February 21, 2014 from CNN）:
Beijing Issues Rare Pollution Alert As Smog Intensifies
Beijing officials raised the city’s air pollution alert on Friday to orange—the second-highest level of urgency—as smog levels have been
projected to stay hazardousII1 for locals through the weekend.
While the air quality has not been as hazardousII1 as in January, when city officials recorded extremely poisonousII1 air pollution, the
rareII1 orange alert prompts bans on barbeques, fireworks, and demolition works, the Associated Press reportsI3. Only the most severeII1
red alert would put emergency plans into effect to pull half the city’s cars off the road.
Both the elderly and children have been advised to stay indoors as current air quality levels are nine times the recommended levels set by
the World Health Organization (WHO).
Beijing is one of the least hospitableII1 cities worldwide for its levels of air pollution, which oftenI2 exceed limits set by the WHO. The
government has recentlyII2 taken measures to give locals real-time updates about the city’s air quality so that they canII1 take protective
health measures.
(164 words)
Note. I: epistemic stance glossary, I1: certainty, I2: hedging, I3: evidentiality, II: attitudinal stance glossary, II1: deontic attitude, II2: affective
attitude, III: style stance glossary.

In Example 2, ten stance glossaries are identified. Among them, only one epistemic stance glossary (evidentiality)
is found while the rest all belong to deontic attitude. There is no trace of style stance glossaries. Examples are:
(2a) As smog levels have been projected to stay hazardousII1 for locals through the weekend.
(2b) When city officials recorded extremely poisonousII1 air pollution.
(2c) The rareII1 orange alert prompts bans on barbeques, fireworks, and demolition works.
(2d) The Associated Press reportsI3.
(2e) Only the most severeII1 red alert would put emergency plans into effect…
(2f) Beijing is one of the least hospitableII1 cities worldwide for its levels of air pollution…
(2g) …the city’s air quality so that they canII1 take protective health measures.
In excerpts (2a), (2b) and (2e), the reporter underlines the high severity of smog and assesses the rise of smog
condition to dangerous levels instead of using such words as “thick”, “heavy” and “severe” smog as seen in CSN.
In excerpt (2c) and (2f), both “rare” and “can” are categorized into attitudinal glossary because it is the reporter
making the judgment that orange alerts are rarely issued in China and “Beijing” should be responsible for taking
protective measures. Such a word used indirectly reflects the intensification of smog and can easily arouse the
concern of readers.
Excerpt (2d) shows that “report” is another word indicating evidentiality. In Example 2, the reporter quotes
another press statement to trace the fact that the foreign press doesn’t enjoy the same opportunities as
Chinese-based reporters due to language or national differences.
In excerpt (2e), the reporter uses the negative expression “least hospitable” when judging Beijing, which bears
strong personal connotations.
To further elaborate on the discourse stances applied in media in both China and the US on smog in China, the
authors analyze additional examples of glossary communicating certainty (I1) and affective attitude (II2), which
are not covered in Examples 1 and 2.
Here are some more CSN examples.
Example 3 (selected from Xinhua, 27 February, 2014)
Smog has been a major concernII2 for the Chinese public since early 2013. Frequent bouts of smog have led to a
reduction of industrial activities, raised pollution alerts and forced authorities to impose bans on vehicle use.
Example 4 (selected from Xinhua, 27 March, 2014)
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It is undeniableI1 that many deep-seated problems in economic and social development remain around China,
and it will be impossibleI1 to resolve them completely in a short period of time, said Wang Zhongwu, a
sociology professor at Shandong University. But “a good start is half way to success.” said Wang.
The followings are ASN examples.
Example 5 (selected from International Business Times, 22 February, 2014)
Beijing’s tiered air pollution alert system was introduced in October. But despite periods of heavy and dangerous
smog, the plan’s stricter measures have neverI1 been implemented.
Example 6 (selected from CNN, 16 January, 2013)
China mustII1 come clean on pollution.
Example 7 (selected from Time, 13 October, 2013)
The silver lining in the smog is that China’s government is beginning to get serious about cleaning the air, thanks
in no small part to popular angerII2 from average Chinese.
Affective attitude word “concern” in Example 3 indicates the fact that smog has raised anxiety among the public,
while in Example 4, “undeniable” and “impossible” highlight the daunting smog-easing task, alluding to an
enormous challenge that the government is already confronting. In Example 5 “never” conveys the absolute
affirmation of editors in falling air quality, and in the government’s failure to further respond. Modal verbs, such
as “must” in Example 6, are adopted when editors are eager to cite solutions. Example 7 stresses wide-spread
“anger” toward the government for its poor execution, mirroring the categorically negative attitude toward the
Chinese government, insinuating that sloppy efforts were made with regard to environment-protection.
4.3 Comparison Between CSN and ASN
4.3.1 Comparison of the Three Divisions of Stance Glossaries
The previous analyses underline the different cognitive operations by media writers in selecting the most
relevant linguistic choices for glossary assignments. The three varieties of stance glossaries are identified and
counted from ASN and CSN reports respectively according to the authors’ annotations. In Table 4, the statistical
results of the two groups are listed for comparison. The data indicates that within the 30 selected reports, the
total occurrences of epistemic stance glossaries are 481 in CSN, and 574 in ASN, among which both CSN and
ASN writers prefer using epistemic stance glossaries to present the facts of smog in China, namely 288 and 264
respectively, and fewer relying on style stance glossaries, such as conjunctions like “in fact” and “generally
speaking” in news reports. The big diversity is that ASN writers applied more attitudinal stance glossaries (307)
than CSN writers did (196), indicating that ASN writers used more evaluative, personal, and individual
opinion-related modal words like “must” for judgment and “should” for personal opinion in news reports.
Table 4. SF taken by the three divisions of stance glossaries in smog news
Category
CSN
ASN

Total
481
574

Epistemic
288 (60%)
264 (46%)

Attitudinal
196 (39.7%)
307 (53.5%)

Style
2 (0.4%)
3 (0.5%)

The results further display the discrepancies and similarities between the two groups regarding stance frequency
(SF) used in the news discourses. Both CSN and ASN writers use numerous epistemic stance markers that make
up the largest portion regarding English lexical devices, 60% and 46% respectively, followed by attitudinal
stance glossaries (39.7% for CSN and 53.5% for ASN). This linguistic feature is not peculiar to “smog” news,
because the differences of applying stance markers in discourses are not significant. As mentioned, one of the
communicative purposes of news is to channel what happens to readers, which calls for quotations from as many
reliable sources as possible to show the neutrality of the reporters. In epistemic stance samples, “will”, as an
epistemic stance marker showing certainty, is frequently used in the Chinese data samples (36 occurrences),
whereas the American data sample contains only a few (14 occurrences). Nevertheless, one slight difference lies
in the percentage variation of attitudinal stance glossaries, which, when compared to epistemic stance items,
appear more often in ASN than those in CSN, demonstrating that public, social opinions, and personal
evaluations are more widely applied in ASN than those in CSN. The authors noted that style stance glossaries are
rarely used because it is generally assumed that weather information should be realistic and objective.
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4.3.2 Comparison of Subdivisions of Stance Glossaries
According to the authors’ annotation, although the differences are not broadly evident, it is still necessary to
break down the glossary percentages to explore the in-depth linguistic phenomenon regarding the linguistic
subdivisions accounted for, as displayed in Table 5. This breakdown helps to identify the cognitive lexical usages
in CSN and ASN discourses. The GP subdivisions provide linguistic evidence for the cognitive construction
from a lexical perspective.
Table 5. GP subdivisions of stance glossaries in CSN and ASN discourses
CSN

Epistemic
c
h
47
20
9.8% 4.2%

Attitudinal
Style
ASN
e
d
a
/
No.
206
163
41
4
No
GP
42.8%
33.9%
8.5% 0.8%
GP
Total
481
Total
Note. c = certainty, h = hedging, e = evidentiality, d = deontic, a = affective.

Epistemic
c
h
64
27
11.1%
4.7%

e
133
23.2%
574

Attitudinal
d
a
269
78
46.9%
13.6%

Style
/
3
0.5%

Regarding the three divisions of stance glossaries, noticeable disparities are detected. One disparity lies in the
epistemic stance taking higher percentage in CSN, while the other rests on the percentage variation of attitudinal
stance glossaries. Attitudinal stance glossaries, opposed to epistemic stance glossary, are highlighted more in
ASN than they are in CSN. The statistical contrast also reveals differences in the subdivisions (certainty, hedging,
evidentiality, deontic attitude glossaries, and affective attitude glossaries) on four fronts. In Table 5, semantically,
CSN and ASN writers apply similar amounts of certainty and hedging glossaries in news discourses, showing the
smog situation and existing environmental facts. As the authors mentioned, hedging glossaries used in news,
though superficially contradicting to the conception of being definite, reflect careful wording by reporters in
order not to convey incorrect or vague information. However, the result also illustrates the distribution of stance
glossaries in which evidentiality and deontic stances markers are widely applied by both CSN and ASN writers
with opposite preferences, showing that CSN writers generally prefer to apply official and institutional
information in their smog reports, showing the sources of facts and evidence. On the other hand, ASN writers
prefer to use evaluative lexical devices, following the public opinions and their own judgment. In the sample
data, evidentiality glossaries application in CSN occupies 42.8%, which is far more than the 23.2% of ASN,
even though they may be found in all news discourses. In addition, deontic glossaries in ASN are 46.9%, which
outnumber those in CSN (33.9%), indicating the judgmental, prescriptive, and evaluative viewpoints of reporters
in relation to the topics. It is found that modal verbs, such as “must” and “should”, are frequently used by ASN
writers when they come to citing solutions to various problems that are indeed a serious environmental
phenomenon calling for prompt actions, while CSN writers apply only a few in discourses to show their
judgments and evaluation of the smog situation in China. Furthermore, owning to affective glossaries concerning
the relationship between cognizing speakers/writers and their emotions (desire, anger, grief etc.) with respect to a
given state of affairs, the average percentage (GP) of affective glossaries in CSN (8.5%) and ASN (13.6%)
suggests that weather news writers would prefer not to express their own emotions on smog issues.
5. Discussion
Although there are certain similarities regarding stance-taking in the press, the results suggest that the Chinese
press is more official-oriented, while its American counterpart is more occupational-oriented. Lukin (2006, p. 79)
suggests that news writers “should take into account not simply the obvious words or phrases that are topical in
public debate, but the deeply unconscious patterns of choice involved in any use of language. In other words, it
should be ‘multi-dimensional’, with respect to the many dimensions of linguistic ‘choice’ involved in the
construction of a news story.” The stance glossaries applied in both sets of samples demonstrate that the English
applied by both the Americans and the Chinese is as much culturally co-determined as the glossaries of any other
language, especially those expressing emotions, opinions, and positions.
First, ASN reporters are prone to use glossaries indicating certainty, and are eager to jump in and give commands
to what should be done to mitigate smog by virtue of using high-valued lexical devices, which might impose
reporters’ own ideas.
Second, evidentiality glossaries in CSN are more common than those in ASN. Quoting sources intensify the
reliability of news. However, regarding the selection of sources, CSN prefers citations from officials or relevant
authoritative institutions (e.g., the Ministry of Environmental Protection), while ASN favors third-party sources,
such as the Associated Press, the World Resource Institute, or even cynical citizens who are eager to vent their
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complaintss. Such a diffeerence demonsttrates the fact that Chinese rreaders are morre used to the rhetoric patterrns of
authority ffigures, and thuus are more acccustomed to qquoting governnment officialss. The Xinhuaa News Agency
y, the
main sourrce of CSN in this research,, functions as the “throat” oof the Chinesee government, so more or le
ess it
serves the interests of the Chinese govvernment. As a result, a goveernment-orienteed stance is peervasive throug
ghout
the news.
Third, the average perceentage of deonntic glossariess in ASN is reelatively higheer than that in CSN. While CSN
covers neuutral or positivve words, ASN
N tends to em
mploy more neegative words (“poisonous”, “least hospita
able”
etc.), consttructing a negaative image off China as a country neither llivable nor hosspitable. The A
American mediia, by
intentionallly selecting sources that traansmit more ppessimistic infformation, tries to frame Chhina as a less clean
c
country annd its governm
ment as beingg lousy in execution of envvironmental prrotection. Com
mpared with CSNs’
C
governmennt-oriented staance, ASNs aree more press-orriented.
Finally, thee average perccentage of affeective glossariees in ASN alm
most doubles thhat of CSN. Whhat’s more starrtling
to find is thhat in CSN, afffective glossarries are words like “public concern”, “conffident”, etc., w
while ASN emp
ploys
“discontennt”, “unbearabble”, “satirize””, etc. Varied preferences ffor affective gglossaries mannifest that Chinese
media are inclined to hiighlight the geeneral public’ss positive responses to the rremedies adoptted by the Chinese
governmennt, while Ameerican media aare skewed tow
ward stressing the strong disssatisfactions oof Chinese citizens
with the thhick smog, annd with their ccomplaints aboout the governnment’s ineffective counterm
measures. In media
m
practice, C
Chinese and American
A
mediia embrace tw
wo varied instiitutional stancees: governmennt stance and press
p
stance. Different thinkinng patterns leaad to such a vaaried stance taaking as well as cognition fframing. Thus,, it is
possible too work out the framing, as deemonstrated inn Figures 3 andd 4.

Figgure 3. Cognitivve frame refleccted in CSN
ffect the framin
ng of
Accordingg to Scheufele and Tewksbuury (2006), theere are at leastt five elementts that may aff
media repoorting: social norms
n
and valuues, organizatiional pressuress and constrainnts, pressures oof national inte
erest,
journalisticc routines, annd the ideologgical and polittical orientatioons of journallists. Xinhua N
News Agency
y, the
source of CSN in this reesearch, functiions as a meddia institution oof the Chinesee government, i.e., Xinhua News
N
Agency, seerving the pubblic and societyy, upholds thee political direcctions and direect public opinnion. The cogn
nitive
pattern proojected from the news discoourse on smogg is rather political, official, and institutionnal—a government
stance form
ming a patternn. Considering socialism in C
China, it is not surprising thatt the Chinese m
media are affilliated
to the goveernment, even as a tool of guuiding public oopinion.
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Figgure 4. Cognitivve frame refleccted in ASN
As Gans ((1979) argues,, throughout tthe U.S. newss judgment, thhe so-called etternal values aare: ethnocentrism,
altruistic nnational conscciousness, relliable capitalissm, individuaalism, modernnism, social oorder, and nattional
leadership, representing public opinionn, such as those of institutioons and individduals, dictationns, sentiments, and
comments on certain soocial issues. Thhese timeless values find thheir way into nnews judgmennt. Also, due to the
longstandiing tendency to
t report on tthe negative aaspects of Chiina, preconcepptions and preejudices have been
implanted in the minds of
o Western peoople. The Ameerican media often draw a “ppicture” showinng that the Chinese
people habbitually sufferr from various problems, aand often exhiibit distrust orr even suspiciion toward reports
originatingg from China. The Americann media displaays a press stannce driven by national intereest and stereoty
ypes,
and the cognitive patternn projected from the news discourses on sm
mog is more occcupational, soocial, and perso
onal.
Based on the above crooss-cultural sem
mantic analysiis and discusssion, the authoors argue that smog itself ca
annot
frame our cognitive worrld in terms off environmenttal and social issues, althouggh the discourrse and the En
nglish
lexical chooices in regarrd to smog repports can indeeed do so. Peoople’s knowleedge of the woorld emerges from
language uuse, and vice versa, people’s language usse leads to actts of social innteraction. Press writers con
nstrue
their experrience as it is obtained
o
from
m institutions annd society for the purpose of communicating that experiience
to their reaaders, which in
i turn has brooader social-innteractional purrposes. Likew
wise, the readerrs tend to consstrual
the lexicall choices or discourse
d
for eeven broader social purposes. Meanwhilee, the presentt analysis on smog
s
discoursess reveals that people
p
from diifferent culturees tend to apply different linnguistic-choicees at the disco
oursal
level, whicch would provvide theoreticall contributionss regarding lexical items and social culturall factors in rea
al-life
discourse (Su, 2017; Stuubbs, 1996). M
Moreover, the analysis of suubdivisions off stance glossaaries in smog news
pattern caan provide meeaningful cognnitive linguistiic preferences and cognitivve constructionn regarding le
exical
selections in CSN and ASN
A
reports onn China, whichh can offer im
mplications for corpus linguisstic designs an
nd IR
identificatiions in linguistics.
6. Conclussion
How evennts are reported is not an abbsolute reflecttion of the intrrinsic importaance of those events, but reveals
processed coverage by a complex andd artificial set oof criteria. Thee news that haas been thus seelected is subje
ected
to a transfformational prrocess before publication. T
This study echhoes the argum
ment by Enfieeld and Wierzb
bicka
(2002, pp. 2−3): “Whilee much work oon emotion haas assumed thaat English provides clear annd non-ethnoce
entric
terminologgy for the desscription of eemotions in diifferent ethno--linguistic sphheres, some reecent research
h has
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questioned this assumption. It has been shown that most linguistic categories (words, constructions) referring to
emotions in natural languages embody complex and culture-specific configurations of ideas about how thoughts,
feelings, and bodily processes may be normally (i.e., conventionally, in a given social realm) related.
English-language ‘technical’ terminology is no exception, and it must thus be recognized that English-language
descriptions of emotion are also ‘folk descriptions’, not culture-independent (descriptions).” Through this
research, we have obtained the insights into cognition and language applications, projecting cognitive varieties in
different cultures on certain social issues through the study of language, and vice versa.
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